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Abstract
The NCERT class IX math text has its chapter 5 titled “Euclid’s geometry”. However, there is no
evidence for any historical Euclid. The leading Western historian of Greek mathematics (David
Fowler) publicly admitted1 that long ago (Nov 2002), in response to my critique. This lack of
evidence was subsequently pointed out in my books,2,3 in newspaper articles,4 and periodicals,5 and
in papers presented at conferences6 in the presence of an author of the NCERT math texts and a
former Director of NCERT. The NCERT had no serious response. For example, the NCERT math
head responded in 2007 by saying that no evidence was needed for “Euclid”, since NCERT decided
by a committee. He implied that children who studied the text had no right to ask questions and
must forcibly accept the decision of the committee. In 2010, I announced a reward of Rs 2 lakhs for
serious evidence about Euclid.7 The reward stands unclaimed,8 the texts stay unchanged.
The reference to “Greeks” hides the fact that “Euclid’s” Elements was used as a church text for
SEVEN centuries, to train priests in the post-Crusade church theology of reason.9 Students are not
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informed that Indians rejected the book for centuries,10 and that we started teaching “Euclid’s”
geometry only due to colonial education which was 100% church education when it came.11
In typical church manner, the NCERT text declares the use of “reason” to be “superior” to what
geometry Indians did. But it does NOT inform students of the church double-speak about reason:
that it refers to the church system of metaphysical reasoning (reason – facts) and not to normal
reasoning (reasoning + facts) as most people interpret it to mean, and as used in Indian philosophy
and Indian ganit12 (and in science). The NCERT text does NOT inform students that the actual book
Elements does NOT use such metaphysical or formal reasoning for the proof of ANY of its
propositions from the first to the last,13 or that this fact was eventually admitted in the West over a
century ago.14
What is actually taught to students today is a complete hotch-potch of FOUR different and
incompatible types of geometries. (1) Euclid’s (religious) geometry,15 (2) Hilbert’s synthetic
geometry16 which tried to save the story of Euclid, (3) Birkhoff’s axiomatic metric geometry (as
recommended by the US School Mathematics Study Group,17 after the sputnik crisis, and (4)
empirical (and metric) compass box geometry. Students are given no indication that they are being
taught an incoherent mix of incompatible geometries. Thus, the NCERT class VI text states that
points must be invisible, but does not explain how a student can use the compass box to measure the
distance between two invisible points. It says (alluding to synthetic geometry) that ideally a ruler
should be unmarked. So, what should the student do? Erase the markings on the ruler provided in
the geometry box. These are just two examples among many.
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Before declaring the church method of metaphysical reasoning as superior to Indian geometry, the
NCERT never critically compared it with Indian rajju ganit (string geometry)18 or the geometry of
the sulba sutra.19
We have carried out the comparison and have taught rajju ganit to teachers and students in four
states: Maharashtra,20 Karnataka21 and Tamil Nadu,22 and Madhya Pradesh.23 The feedback has been
very positive, and in favour of rajju ganit. The pre-test shows that students who study from NCERT
texts are conceptually confused about all basic geometry concepts, like point, angle, straight line,
etc.24 The post-test shows that teaching of rajju ganit helps (1) to clarify geometry concepts, (2)
make math easy, and (3) learn real-life applications.
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